
39	Sure‐Fire	Tests	
Remember, this is not a teaching situation but a check drive. You should refrain from comments or 

corrections unless absolutely necessary. 

At	the	Curb	or	in	the	Driveway	

Before	Starting	the	Engine:	
Driver should adjust seat & head restraint, if any, fasten seat belts and secure the car. 

1. YES NO Did driver adjust mirrors AFTER adjusting the seat but BEFORE 
starting to move the car? 

Pulling	Out:	
When pulling out from the curb: 

2. YES NO Does driver check mirrors AND THEN turn head and look over left 
shoulder before leaving the curb? 

If pulling out of the driveway: 

3. YES NO Does driver stop behind the sidewalk (or before nosing into the 
street) and turn head so as to check left, right... then left again? Does 
this include sweeping the center viewing area for clues? 

Side	Street	Driving	

Intersection	Check:	
4. YES NO Does driver always check the intersection before entering it by 

turning head first left, then right... then left again? Sweeping the 
intersection left to right includes picking up any clues in the center. 

One third of all collisions occur at intersections. Your teen must HABITUALLY 
follow the above procedure exactly. The driver must base actions on what THE 
DRIVER sees. Your teen must NOT assume that because the light is green or that 
others face a stop or yield sign that the way is clear. 

Intersection	Speed:	
If cross street visibility is limited or obscured by shrubbery, buildings, vehicles, etc., does driver 

ALWAYS: 

5. YES NO Start slowing (takes foot off accelerator) at least 1/2 block (400 feet) 
before the intersection? 

6. YES NO Apply the brakes so as to slow down? 

The well trained driver HABITUALLY relates speed to visibility and is looking 
far enough ahead to see the problem in plenty of time to act. 

Frequent	Eye	Movement:	
If there are children, pedestrians, animals, bicyclists, etc., nera the street, or a car ready to pull out: 

7. YES NO Does driver tend to stare at it and would be unlikely to see another 
hazard developing in a different area? 

Safe drivers do not stare even at hazards.  They move their eyes every few 
seconds. 



Mirror	Check:	
While moving in traffic, reach up and cover the inside rear view mirror with your hand. Then ask, 

"What is in the lane behind us?" 

8. YES NO Can the driver tell you approximately where the vehicles to the rear 
are located in your vehicle's lane and other lanes? 

If driver is checking mirrors every few seconds, as your teen habitually should, 
the driver can tell you about the placement of traffic behind. 

Hazards:	
If there are children, pedestrians, animals, bicyclists, etc. near the street , or a car ready to pull out, 

does driver from at least 200 feet away habitually: 

9. YES NO Sound horn with a friendly tap well in advance of the potential 
hazard or flash lights to make SURE they see your vehicle? 

10. YES NO Does driver check the mirror in case he has to make a quick stop? 

Yes, the good driver uses the horn often! The driver sees the potential hazard 
from at least a block away and both warns the other person AND checks the rear 
space to make sure it is safe to make a quick stop if necessary 

A	Tight	Squeeze:	
There are cars parked on both sides of the street. From ahead a car approaches. There is room for both 

vehicles but not very much to spare: 

11. YES NO Does the driver slow down and stay close (from 2 to 3 feet) from the 
parked cars on the right? 

12. YES NO Does the driver glance in between and inside the parked cars for 
hazards? 

The properly trained driver won't panic or stop even if driving a fairly large car. 
But the driver realizes that in order to stay close to the parked cars, one must lower 
one's line of vision and will relate speed to vision. 

Light	Traffic,	4‐6	Lanes	

Reads	the	Scene:	
13. YES NO Checks parked vehicles for drivers' head & wheel position to 

anticipate movement. 

14. YES NO Observes the false signal (blinker on, but speed and direction 
indicate no turn intended) of a vehicle. 

Mark "No" if driver assumes the other driver will turn/change lanes just because the 
signal light is flashing. 

One third of all collisions occur at intersections. Your teen must HABITUALLY 
follow the above procedure exactly. The driver must base actions on what THE DRIVER 
sees. Your teen must NOT assume that because the light is green or that others face a stop 
or yield sign that the way is clear. 

Holding	the	Lane	Position:	
15. YES NO When driving a straight path does driver properly maintain car in the 

center of lane without drifting or weaving towards one side or 
another? 

A "no" answer here is a clear indication that the most fundamental and 
elementary of the basic concepts of safe driving have not been mastered. A sure 
collision maker. Your teen has not been trained in the application of aiming well 
ahead which is the first step in the proper use of space and visibility. 



PLEASE NOTE: A "yes" mark here does NOT necessarily indicate correct visual 
performance, but a "no" mark is very serious. 

Blind	Spot	Check:	
16. YES NO In addition to checking mirrors, does driver ALWAYS turn head to 

check blind spots before moving into another lane of traffic or 
pulling away from a curb? 

This HABITUAL swiveling of the head is always necessary. A simple mirror 
check is not adequate. Those who have $500 deductible insurance often call this 
"The $500 look." 

Some Driver Education courses teach students to NOT check their blind spots 
with a head check.  BIG MISTAKE.  They teach their students to move the outside 
mirrors out farther.  This does not eliminate the blind spot, it simply moves it. 

Other	Drivers'	Blind	Spots:	
17. YES NO Does driver always quickly move out of the blind spots of the car in 

the next lane and ahead by falling back or passing it? 

One sure blind spot (and there are others) of most cars is slightly behind or next 
to, the left or right rear fender. If you cannot see any or all of the inside rear view 
mirror through the rear window of the car ahead, you are in that driver's blind 
spot. 

Even occasional driving in or near the blind spots of other vehicles is a certain 
mark of a collision maker. 

Smooth	Stops:	
18. YES NO Does driver always start to brake far enough back so as to cause a 

SMOOTH, GENTLE STOP? 

19. YES NO Does the car always come to rest 10 to 15 feet behind the car ahead? 
You'll see the rear tires of the vehicle ahead touching the pavement. 
(In a snub-nosed van, you will need to see more pavement). 

20. YES NO Does driver habitually brake early with a smooth, light pressure so as 
to avoid potential skids? 

Hard braking is a sure sign of an unsafe driver. It indicates low aim or fixed 
stare driving or inadequate visual lead time. 

Late	Braking:	
21. YES NO Does driver avoid closing the gap rapidly between your vehicle and 

the vehicle directly in front after that vehicle has slowed for a turn, a 
stop or a delay in traffic? 

22. YES NO Does driver check the mirror before slowing (that means BEFORE 
taking the foot off the accelerator) for a turn, lane change, stop and 
also AFTER a turn, lane change and stop? 

Many rear end collisions can be avoided if you’re aware of your rear space and how to protect 
it.  This requires frequent eye movements. 

Reads	"Stale	Green"	Light:	
23. YES NO Does driver properly anticipate braking for a stale green light (is not 

indecisive when the light changes to amber and understands how to 
use the "Point of No Return")? 

"Stale green light" means a traffic signal that has been green for a while (one 
that you did not see turn green) and is likely to change soon.  



If a changing traffic signal SURPRISES your teen it indicates low aim or fixed stare 
driving. This should NEVER happen. Like a fever of 103 degrees, it is a small 
symptom of a very serious illness. 

The "Point of No Return" is the point at which you cannot stop without projecting 
into the intersection. 

Where is the PNR? About 2 to 3 seconds from the intersection.  (In most cities or 
urban areas.  In rural areas with higher speed limits, it may be 
4 to 5 seconds.  The determining variables are:  your speed, the 
width of the intersection, and weather and pavement 
conditions.) 

What to do? At PNR (Point of No Return), if light is green take your eyes 
off the light & visually scan the intersection. Your decision 
about going through the intersection is now based on traffic 
conditions, instead of the light. Correct use of the PNR 
eliminates indecision about whether to go through the 
intersection or to stop. 

Following	Distance:	
24. YES NO Does driver habitually maintain a minimum three (3) seconds 

following time between your vehicle and the vehicle directly in front 
of you? 

The three second interval is measured by starting to count ("one thousand and 
one" equals one second) when the rear of the vehicle ahead passes a stationary object 
(sign, light pole, lane marker, etc.) and continuing to count "one thousand and two, 
one thousand and three", etc., until the front of your vehicle reaches that same 
stationary object. Anything less than a full three seconds is dangerously close.  

Of course, at highway speed and on slippery surfaces, much more distance may be 
needed. You need adequate following distance in order to retain visibility. If you are too 
close to the car ahead you must constantly watch its rear lest it starts to slow or stop.   
Following too closely to the vehicle ahead of you means you cannot keep your eyes 
moving, leave yourself and out, maintain an 8 to 12 second visual lead or read the traffic 
scene as it unfolds ahead. You are reading only the tail lights of the vehicle ahead, you 
can look nowhere else. 

Most people follow too closely. 

Visual	Lead:	
With a parked or double parked vehicle or other obstacle in your lane ahead: 

25. YES NO Does driver start to change lanes or make other adjustments while at 
least a half block away? 

You should not wait until you are quite close before taking action. (Accept no alibis 
here.) Any failure to respond probably indicates poor seeing habits ... a sure sign of a 
dangerous driver. IF you were using your eyes properly you would have seen the obstacle 
MORE than a block away and would have travelled only a little further while you 
evaluated the situation, made your decision, made appropriate safety checks and started 
to execute your decision.  

Maintains	Visual	Lead:	
With a parked or double parked vehicle or other obstacle in your lane ahead: 

26. YES NO Does driver always make an adjustment (slow, change lanes, etc.) to 
regain visual lead when a truck, van or bus ahead blocks the view? 



Visual lead means looking to where your vehicle will be 8 to 12 seconds from now. 
Driving without an adequate visual lead is almost the equivalent of driving blind. ...You 
are unable to "read" the traffic scene far enough ahead to be able to anticipate what is 
developing and to decide what action to take. 

IF your teen can tolerate driving behind something which blocks the visual lead it 
means your teen has NOT been trained properly, and is unaware of the need to maintain 8 
to 12 seconds of visual lead. Symptomatic of a dangerous driver because it means the 
driver is comfortable being trapped. 

Entering	the	Flow	of	Traffic:	
When making a right turn onto a busy street: 

27. YES NO Does driver recognize an adequate opening in traffic along the right 
lane and move out promptly? 

28. YES NO Does driver keep eyes moving while waiting for an opening... or 
does driver "stare left" hence being unprepared for a pedestrian or 
cyclist who may have moved up on the right? 

29. YES NO Can driver move out when the curb lane is clear while the center lane 
is occupied with traffic? 

30. YES NO Can driver always avoid aborting the maneuver after starting? 

31. YES NO Mark "no" if the teenager's turn causes others to slow abruptly or 
swerve to avoid a collision. 

Button	Hook	Turns:	
32. YES NO Mark "no" if driver swings wide to the left when starting to make a 

right turn. 

33. YES NO OR cuts over curbs. 

34. YES NO OR has difficulty in recovering in the lane nearest the curb. 

Bad turns generally indicate LOW AIM STEERING. This is a dangerous habit often 
developed as a result of practice on a driving range or parking lot. It must be corrected if 
crashes are to be avoided.  This can also be a consequence of using a reference point that 
requires the driver to look down. 

Symptomatic	Alibis:	
Mark "no" if driver gives any one of the following excuses while you are checking driving ability: 

35. YES NO "I just didn't see him!" 

36. YES NO "I saw him but I didn't think he'd do what he did." 

37. YES NO "But I had the right of way!" 

38. YES NO "I was paying attention but I was concerned about another hazard." 

39. YES NO "But he (the pedestrian or other driver) wasn't supposed to do that!" 

Each of the above indicates poor visual training and an inadequate ability to “read” the traffic scene 
and anticipate the actions of others: a high risk driver. You'll no doubt hear one of the above statements 
after each near miss or crash if your teen has not been properly trained. 

Interpreting	the	Score	
If your teenager has passed these tests and has earned almost no negative marks, it is a good sign that 

the elementary skills are on the right track. Bear in mind, however, that there are many additional skills 
necessary which are not covered in this booklet. 



If your teenager has earned several "no" marks, beware! You have a very likely candidate for a crash. 
Your teen must not be given the use of a vehicle until your teen can demonstrate adequate performance. 

If your teenager didn't do well on this series of tests you may wonder if it is indeed possible for a 
teenager to do much better. It is possible to train a teenager so that the teen has more and better safe 
driving habits than the parents. A good training program can reduce the probability of a collision and it 
may also have a positive effect upon such "attitude" related activities as show-off driving, drag racing, 
etc. A good training program may also increase awareness of the dangers of driving under the influence of 
alcohol or drugs and the high risk that accompanies the use of a cell phone or wireless communication 
devices while driving. 

 


